
He is risen!  He is risen, indeed!  Alleluia!  
 

In April of 2017, I went on a trek to the Holy Land with my mom and two of her 
sisters. Even though it’s been 5 years since I’ve walked in the footsteps of Christ, 
the visuals and sacred sights I saw and explored are still very fresh in my 
mind.  They especially take on new shapes and cultural textures when we circle 
around to Holy Week again, including our Three Holy Days and Easter Sunday. 
This morning I want to share some of these vivid reminders I have about my faith 
when I reflect on my time there--those I uncovered while dwelling in the land in 
which Jesus walked and talked, lived, died, and rose again.    
 

Of particular relevance for today are the memories I hold of the Christian Quarter 
inside the walls of Old Jerusalem.  The Via Dolorosa, the long road that weaves 
itself throughout the Old City--the treacherous road on which Jesus carried the 
cross upon which he died. It is lined with shop after shop of hand-painted 
ceramics and saints, fragrant spices, cashmere scarves, olive wood carvings, 
and every kind of cross simulation and Christian souvenir imaginable. Traces of 
flavored tobacco from hookah pipes fill the air.  Barbequed lambcuts painted with 
colored curries sit ready for hungry passersby.  They are family recipes which, 
based on the ragged look from one tired grandma chef to her waitress 
granddaughter, I can only imagine have been handed down from generation to 
generation. 
 

“This is the place where Jesus is said to have fallen for the first time,” said Mo, 
our tour guide.  Above this small piece of ground, an entire church has been 
built.  We’d look up, eyes wide, towards arches and buttresses overhead. We’d 
go inside to find an altar, a holy shrine. The flickering flames of candles would 
light the dark corners and crevasses of stones built upon stones. “This is where 
Mary, Jesus’ mother, tried to help him.” “Here is where Simon, the Cyrenian, was 
picked from the crowd to assist Jesus.”  At each station, another chapel, another 
holy altar--another mere, almost-tangible hint of a Savior we all want so badly to 
know, recognize, grasp, and hold on to. 
 

We continued down more stone corridors and narrow passageways until we 
reached a small door we had to bend down to pass through. We were told it was 
remodeled during the invasion of the crusaders so soldiers couldn’t enter on their 
horses. It was an entrance that led us down more steps and through more 
chapels to an open square at the entrance of the Church of the Holy Sepulchre--
sepulchre meaning tomb.  Now this church, my friends, was something to write 
home about!   
 

According to traditions dating back to the fourth century, this church contains the 
last four stations of the Via Dolorosa, the last two of which are considered the 



“holiest” sites in all of Christendom.  They are Golgotha, the site where Jesus 
was crucified, and Jesus’ empty tomb, where he is said to have been buried and 
resurrected. Of course, any distinguishing features of the original sites are 
unrecognizable, because upon them have been built, first of all, the church, and 
then the shrines of the stations--not to mention several other shrines built in 
coves housing even more shrines.  All the stations and shrines are, of course, 
covered with gold and silver objects, mosaics, inscriptions, and ornaments.  
  
Christ’s tomb itself looks like a house inside the church, a shrine built in 1810 by 
the Greek Orthodox Community after the initial shine was burnt down. The 
Edicule or shrine is covered by a flat roof with a small Russian-style dome at its 
center. The dome is supported by twisted columns and steel girders. The sides of 
the shrine are covered in centuries-old paintings, colored oil lamps, carved 
facades, and impressive cornices.   
 

The entrance of the church also adorns the rock slab upon which Jesus was laid 
and dressed for burial.  Thousands of pilgrims visit this rock and these stations 
every year, waiting in line, sometimes for hours, to touch them and get close to 
them to pray.  Based on everyone’s insistent demeanor to place their hands on 
any piece of it they can, it often feels like the remnants of Jesus’ spirit illuminating 
from these sites will one day run out or disappear.  
 

Through a series of complicated, century-old arrangements, the Church of the 
Holy Sepulchre currently serves as the headquarters of the Greek Orthodox 
Patriarch of Jerusalem.  However, no one church has been able to fully agree 
upon who should outright own the church, so the properties are shared by 
several denominations, including the Greek Orthodox, Armenian Orthodox, and 
Roman Catholic Churches, and to a lesser degree the Egyptian Copts, Syrians, 
and Ethiopians.  What is most ironic about this church is not the elaborate 
shrines built in honor of the humblest of men, Jesus of Nazareth; rather, it’s the 
fact that a Muslim family, due to disagreements between Christian factions, has 
owned the keys to this church for over 850 years.  They consider their family call 
to “keep the keys” an honored, sacred duty.  On top of that, Jewish police are 
also frequently called in to intervene when disputes arise between the Christian 
monks in residence.  Interesting, yes?  Surprising? I don’t know.               
 

Fast forward a day later to one of the last tourist destinations visited by my group 
in the Holy Land, the Garden Tomb of Jerusalem. This location, found outside 
(not inside) the walls of Old Jerusalem, is believed by many to be the garden and 
borrowed tomb of Joseph of Arimathea.  Many believe this tomb, according to 
Matthew and the Gospel of John, is the actual tomb of Jesus’ burial instead of 
the one inside the Church of the Holy Sepulchre.  The garden and grounds 
surrounding what is actually a recognizable tomb, are much, much smaller in 



scale than the immensity that is the Church.  Flowers, shrubs, and olive trees line 
the trials. The flora and fauna enliven and color the gathering places of tour 
groups who sit to listen to their guides as they sing hymns and pray.  Through a 
fence, we were shown the side of a cliff with small coves resembling the shape of 
a skull.     
 

The tomb itself has a deep channel in front of it, in which a large, circular rock 
once rolled to open and close the entrance.  Inside the tomb are small chambers 
that mirror a typical Jewish family grave. However, what's noted about this tomb’s 
entrance is the way it's positioned not in atypical location on the west side of 
most tombs, but on the south side. Scripture says men dressed in white could be 
seen sitting to the right when the disciples looked in, exactly where Jesus’ body 
would have been.  The entrance, therefore, aligns with the resurrection 
narratives.  All of it, from size to story, at least feels a bit more in line with what 
Jesus’ burial site would have looked like in my mind.  But was this Jesus’ 
tomb?  Is the Garden Tomb the place where Jesus was really buried?   
 

Throughout the centuries countless theologians have written papers and made 
speculations as to where Christ’s tomb really resides, but no official consensus 
has ever been made.  So much of it is conjecture to the point that our guide 
would always be sure to say “If it didn’t happen here, it happened near.” Though 
totally cool to see and think about, the age-old mysteries and intrigue injected 
into everything I saw in the Holy Land made me examine my faith in the Gospel 
story in a whole new way.  First of all, I thought, why does any of this matter?  He 
is risen!  He is no longer here or there, but everywhere!   
 

I thought about all the wars that have been fought over the terrain of the Holy 
Land and over lands and people groups throughout the world whose lands were 
just as sacred yet whose lives were so quickly defiled in Christ’s name. I thought 
of the countless demands for power, positions, and right beliefs that have fueled 
hatred throughout the centuries. I thought about the divisions in our church 
alone.  We so quickly put Christ in a box, or should I say a shrine or a vaulted 
ceiling. We build walls around Jesus. We say Christ is for our cause.  We act like 
touching an object he touched will make us holier, healthier, more whole. But as 
our Scripture text for this morning reminds us, He is risen! He is now longer 
confined to a body, a room, a shrine, a church, a theory, or even speculation. He 
is everywhere and for everybody and much more likely seen in the faces of the 
people he cared about most--the poor, the humble, the weak, and the meek. It's 
important to point out that these are the people often pushed aside first in our so-
called “Christian-based” society.    
 

Truth is, there are those of us who would prefer a dead relic of a Christ we can 
handle to that of a living one outside of our control, outside of what we can know 



or understand. There are those of us who prefer to recognize Christ only if he 
aligns with our pre-judgments, our assumptions, and ideals.  But can we really 
contain Jesus within our religions? Can we really keep Jesus only chained to our 
churches?  Can we even confine him to the religion of Christianity itself or the 
pieces of God’s story we know little except those revealed to us in Scripture?  
 

Surely we cannot.  If we seek to confine him behind any walls, any stone, any 
divisive idea, or even what we feel to be the sting of death, he will continue to 
break free and we will miss out on what Christ is all about, including the reasons 
for which we gather.  We come together as Christ’s church to support, uphold, 
and love one another.  We cherish our churches but Christ is only found in them 
in so far as we occupy the space, serving each other with grace, and offering 
hope. We love each other knowing Christ loves us all, which in turn gives us 
reason to testify to the fact that he is never where we want him to be but 
everywhere and in everyone we’d least expect.   
 

I pray, then, that we go out looking for him today in a whole new way.  I hope we 
see him risen in our neighbors and those we’ve yet to meet. I desire we see him 
alive in the face of a downtrodden stranger, the immigrant in search of refuge 
and escape from violence, the disheartened in need of God’s word of forgiveness 
and love. I expect we’ll get to know Jesus like we’ve never known him before if 
we just open ourselves up to Christ’s risen spirit and all that our Gospel story 
represents. Christ is risen. He is alive and cannot be contained.  He has come to 
bring new life to you, to me, and the whole world. 
 

Thank you for allowing me to share what I will forever cherish about my journey 
to Israel-Palestine. I must admit though, the biggest lesson I learned is the real 
story. Christ isn’t bound to the Holy Land or anywhere. Rather, God in Christ 
comes to us and is always seeking us out. Jesus is here and everywhere, in our 
sorrows, griefs, joys, and hopes, now and forever.  He will never leave 
us!  Alleluia and thanks be to God Christ lives!  
 

May our lives be all the better for this beautiful proclamation and affirmation of 
our faith!  Amen and go forth with Christ by your side!  
 


